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Phase 2  

Semester project  

1. Problem statement 

I have been hired by Invesco to do research on their XYZ corporation that involves the rapid 

delivery transportation service provider. Meaning XYZ specialize in one-hour package delivery 

from order placement to customers hands or address. This final step we are focused on in this 

scenario is going to be 30min delivery time. XYZ’s target markets is wealthy older 

demographics along with younger demographics with income closes to national average but 

mostly above and higher education and technologically savvy. XYZ also requested they could 

operate up to sites with square footage plus or minus 50k. Now XYZ is looking to expand to the 

DFW area for distribution locations. Thus, Invesco’s true goal is to understand and identify 

places that would work well for companies like XYZ. This is because Invesco is involved in the 

real estate business and is looking for potential investments. The goal is to find distribution 

centers that accommodate the parameters of XYZ target markets and report my geographical 

analysis of DFW area based off XYZ attributes to Invesco. To achieve this, I will need to use 

analytical thinking and decision making of data sets with help of GIS software to make valuable 

locational intelligence decision. of potential sites.  

2. Analytical Choices & Details: Methods & Data   

Now I will walk you through the spatial analysis process I took to achieve my location sites 

that I chose. First, I begin with the focus of household incomes. This is because target markets 

were prone to national average and up. By breaking them down into income segments using a 

color theme map for visualization. This gave me the ability to use analytical approaches of DFW 

area to see the patterns of wealthy and possible areas for distribution centers. The color themed 

median house hold income is based off the 4th quarter 2018 The American Community Survey 

(ACS) which is an ongoing survey that provides data every year. Next, I began to look at the 

competition locations and see if there are patterns in places with FedEx according to map color 

them map.  

This led me to next step in the process which is to extract potential sites that would fit into 

the criteria of XYZ. The building attributes is what help focus this in starting with the square foot 

set from 30k to 70k. Followed by at least 3 docks for trucks along with complementary parking. 

By this I mean easy flow of traffic from street to building from being in car, a delivery van or 

even 18-wheeler.Once I was able to find potential locations from Co Star commercial website I 

plugged them into my GIS software to produce map that I would go on to test multiple scenario  

many times to achieve high numbers in target markets for household income above the national 

average in Texas is roughly about 50k.(Martin,E 2018) To do this I ran multiple reports of areas 

of influence along with many test and trials with drive time ring reports. In these reports I was 

focused on the 50k income and up and see potential customers that might fit the target market.  

To support my locational decision, I decide to run another test with business analyst by ARC 

to help reassure the areas chosen. By doing this I can create smarts maps that help define the 
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target market segments into age groups with household income and import my selected locations 

to reassure my decisions. This is great visual with ARC data that is based on the census tract like 

Mapitude. I believe this program provides the whole 2018 year instead of just a quarter. With 

this I can run reports for my locations from area profiles, household income profile, and 

demographic & income profile. This showed promising results in the locations chosen for the 

XYZ corporation.  

3. Results  

For the first part of results using mapitude and basic income levels you can 

see there is a lot of potential in the numbers from the drive time report. Below 

will be grahics showing color themed map with my potential sites and the 

competion. Followed by the selected sites with drive rings to show delvery 

coverage. When look at these maps notice some drive time rings overlap which 

this is what I wanted better coverage. With smart mangaement team you can 

use this to your benfit from allocating stock from one facility to another. You 

can kind of see I tried to make it were the locations all were about 30mins from 

DFW airport from supplies coming in or out. Below and next page are graphics 

to illistrate my steps I took mention in section two. 

Color Themed Household Incomes with Selected sites    
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To continue with the results, I will now provide the drive time rings maps along with the data 

taken from the reports that helped make my decisions on distribution centers for XYZ.

  

 2                     5                       6                       7 

 

 

 

 

 This results above is what help make my decision from the numbers 50k and up you can see the 

numbers start to accumulate more. Which these results coincide with the coverage, along with numbers or 

potential clients for XYZ distribution. Now do beware that I went through a lot of process of elimination 

on distribution centers from find close location to where I wanted it along with the building attributes.  

 Once I had achieved this point, I felt solid on spots chosen but I couldn’t help and think I need 

more support for my location decision. This led to the use of business analyst by creating smart maps one 

with younger demographics along with the older with relating household incomes. These maps provided 

by the business analyst software is based off the 2018 Esri database. So, this data should be more tuned 

into real time along with updates and tracking. The maps will show the combination of age and income. 
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2018 Median Household income 49,999-72,000---2018 Median Ages 22-39 Blue 

labels are sites  

 

 As you can see from the 

map to the left this represents 2018 

younger demographic income. Next 

will have the results with the 4 sites 

and older wealthier target markets. 

Then will follow with some snips 

and clips reports made by business 

analyst program. Now through this 

program I was able to run buffer 

zones which provide good intel, but 

the focus is the reports which should 

be displayed on the next page. To 

start the finish of the results.  

 

 

2018 Median Household income 72k-

200,000 Median Age 40-66.8 

 

As we wrap this results up the business analyst 

software was able to run reports on all the 

locations with 30 min drive times with broken 

down incomes by age to see true potential come 

together at last. Below will be household income 

profiles or each drive ring section based of the 

second map. Starting with section 2 the light blue 

or purple outline. Followed by rest of the sections 

with the results for the target markets.   

Section 2 I 820 location 30 min drive analyst  

 

 

 

 

 

Section 5 Arlington Location 30 min drive analyst  
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Section 6 Irving/ DFW airport location 30 min drive analyst 

 

Section 7 Allen location 30 min drive analyst  

 

 

 

 

 

 From what you can see we started from very basic map base of just household incomes to now 

sites selected with drive times analyst of 30 mins being able to break down age and income visually and 

in chart form for the number crunchers. From what you can see there is a lot of potential for XYZ like 

company to succeed in the DFW area. This is vital information for being able to crunch some potential 

predations with sound data to back it.  When it came to the building itself most were bad shape maybe 

good location but bad parking. These four selected sites I believe will make great contenders for the XYZ 

company. Invesco should have better grasp on the idea of location for target markets from how to find 

and locate the best spots. 

4. Conclusions & recommendations  

Based on the data sets and analytical skills and decision making I was able to provide some 

geographical spatial analysis about the area of DFW concerning facility locations. The chosen 

spots are based on simple location intelligence skills. The four locations based on the data above 

could be successful based on XYZ corporations needs. Thus, I believe these locations to be very 

good investment for Invesco.  Though after doing this task I would suggest later in my Allen 

location to close that and put place in Frisco when you get a chance that would cover most of 

Northern missed potential. Though when doing this also open another distribution center along 

the Rowlett area, I noticed a FedEx location there along with income in that area, but the focus 

was the DFW metro area. Though DFW population is increasing every year so expansion will be 

needed to survive. Below will be suggested listing try to focus in those areas though.  
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Recommend Sites  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Type CO star Estimate Rent Address City State Zip Code Square Ft Docks Parking 

Lease 6-7SF 330 Westway Pl Arlington TX 76018 12,084-43,513 9 48

Lease 5-6SF 1001 NE Loop 820 Fort Worth TX 76131 51,000 5 Enough 

Lease 6-7SF 5021 Stateman Dr Irving TX 75063 28,000-41,927 6 74

Lease 6-8SF 1305 N Watters Rd Allen TX 75013 10,000-21,865 20 112
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